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SPRING SHOW SCHEDULE
APRIL 6, 7, 1990 Abilene, KS
April 6

7:00 A.M. - Set Up, Sterhl Hall
12:00 - 5:00 P.M. - Open to Public
6:00 P.M. - Catered sandwiches, veggies, drinks, etc.
7:00 P.M. - Auction

April 7

7:00 A.M. - Show Opens
9:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M. - Open to Public
2:00 - 5:00 P.M. - Pack Up

California
Regional Show
Who: For any ATCA member in or
out of California.
What: A one day show for members
and the public
Where: Brea Olinda High School,
Brea, California
Why: Because everyone who attended last October asked that we do it on
a regular basis and those who were
unable to attend asked for another
opportunity.
When: Saturday, May 5, 1990, 8:00
A.M. Admission charge of $1.00 per
person and no charge for tables. The
public will be invited to come later in
the morning. Table reservations not
necessary.
For more information

contact:

Gary Goff, No. 1425,3805 Spurr Circle, Brea, CA 92621, 714-528-3561

SPRING SHOW
MOTEL RATES
BEST WESTERN INN - Sirloin Stockade
913-263-2050
Please try to make arrangements here as
they are giving us aspecial group discount.
1 bed, 1 person @ $24.00
1 bed, 2 people @ $28.00
2 beds, 2 people @ $34.00
For Other Lodging Rates, See
Februarv's Newsletter.

We Need You!
Your presence at
the Spring Show
is why we are
putting it on.
Pack-Up, Fill-Up the
Tank, and Drive On
Over.
JOIN US!
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CTS·TURNER
MUSEUM

1879 TELEPHONE
CENSUS

by Chuck Eby

Plans for the Fall Show in Allentown,
PA to be held on August 16,17, and 18
The CTS-Turner Museum, which is
are beginning to jell. While at the show
located on the second floor of the CTS
you may want to check out all of the
Corporate Building at 905 N. West
famous antique flea markets and antiBoulevard in Elkhart, contains many inque shops located in the Pennsylvania
teresting displays of early CTS products
Dutch country.
and their applications in the radio and
Kutztown, PAis about a dozen miles
electronic industry. CTS Corporation
from the show site and boasts Rennbegan as Chicago Telephone Supply
inger's #2 indoor and outdoor flea
Company on Quincy Street in Chicago.
market. Inside you will find over a hunExpansion brought the Company to
dred booths filled with antiques and outElkhart, Indiana, in 1902.
side you will find a variety of items from
Entering the museum to the left is
antiques to farm produce sold by the
a display of magneto hand-crank
Amish in their horse-drawn wagons.
telephones made by the Company from
Renninger's #2 is open on Saturday.
1899 to 1940, followed by a magneto
__ Located __
thirty miles (QL about 45
switchboard, typical of tne-several-types
minutes) to the southwest of the show
made before World War I. Below the
location is Adamstown. Located within
line of the telephones are many ina five mile radius are fairly large flea
teresting pictures of early factory
markets for antiques only, with names
operations.
such as Shupp's Grove, Black Angus,
To the right is a display of radios from
Adam's Antiques, Kerlin's Turtle
the 1920's and the 1930's representing
Meadow and Renninger's #1. Nestled
applications of CTS products. Radio
along the route are no less than a dozen
parts were first made for the Herbert H.
antique shops and antique centers. This
Frost Sales Agency in Chicago. Headarea is a self-proclaimed mecca of antiphones, carbon hand-held and table
ques for eastern Pennsylvania and most \.
microphones, rheostats, jacks, plugs,
of the antique collectors on the midswitches and tube sockets were sold
Atlantic region can vouch for that claim.
under the Frost name and are displayed
Sunday is the big day so plan to get up
in the center of the room. Herbert H.
early after Saturday night's ATCA banFrost was the first president of the
quet and head for the fleas.
Radio Manufacturer's Association.
If you haven't done so already, mark
By the late 1920's, CTS became a supyour calendars now for the third
plier direct to all major radio manufacturers, such as Crosley, Philco, Emerson,
weekend of August and plan to be with
General Electric and Zenith. In the late 1930's, CTS became the number one supus at the George Washington Lodge in
plier of carbon potentiometers and associated switches. With the introduction of
Allentown, Pennsylvania for the ATCA
television, the company expanded many times, reaching production of over two
Fall Show.
million parts per week for many years.
Across the aisle from the radio displays, are transistor products from the early
1950:s.-Featured are-the world's- fir-st-al-l-transistor:radio-seta-the Regency TR-l, - -- -.
with several other early sets along with Bell Telephone Laboratories prototype transistors made in 1951. All of these early sets used CTS volume controls and switches.
Turning to the east side, there is a library of CTS catalogs, books, pictures and
is now available at the new price of
records. Next is a display of loudspeakers and test equipment. In 1961, CTS purchased the Magnavox speaker plant in Paducah, Kentucky, and have since moved
the speaker manufacturing to Brownsville, Texas.
Ron Christianson has informed us
The center of the room contains many displays of early potentiometers, crystal
that he is now the sole distributor of
products and other OEM products. In 1964, CTS purchased the J.K. Knights Comthe book and he has changed the
pany of Sandwich, Illinois, and continues to furnish precision quartz cryst~ proprice to the more reasonable $39.95.
ducts to the industry and to the military. The company is now known as Kmghts
Divison of CTS Corporation.
Editor's Note:
Completing the tour in the south end of the room, you will find World War II
I have looked through much of this
equipment. CTS received four Army-Navy "E" awards for supplyi.ng many types
book and find the sketches to be very
of components, field radio-telephone units and radar sweep potentiometers to the
interesting. The type is sometimes
Armed Forces.
hard to read, yet very informative.
If anyone is interested in arranging a tour, the Museum is open during regular
The 500+ page book is well worth
week day working hours by appointment. Please call the Corporate office at 293-7511
the price.
or Ross Smith at 295-7770 one or more days in advance.
John Huckeby
Submitted by Ross Smith
"The Bell Telephone Company is
turning out 1,500 telephones a
month, and orders are so numerous
that many are more or less delayed.
There are now 17,500 instruments
out and 15,000 actually rented. Instruments are supplied principally to
telephonic exchanges, which are being rapidly introduced into all the
larger cities. In Albany and Troy
there are 350 instruments in circuit,
in Buffalo there are 250 subscribers,
in Detroit about 150 instruments in
circuit, in Chicago 550, in Indianapolis 150, in St. Louis 325, in
Cincinnati 200, in Philadelphia 500
subscribers and 250 instruments in
CIrcuit, in Columbus 200 sUbscnbers
and about 50 instruments in circuit,
in Baltimore 300 subscribers and 100
instruments
in circuit, and in
Washington, New Orleans, Louisville
and Nashville exchanges are being
started. In Boston there are 500
subscribers
and about 150 instruments in circuit, in Lowell 200 instruments in circuit, in New Haven
350, in Bridgeport 175, and in
Springfield, Hartford and Providence
exchanges are being started. An exchange has just been started in New
York, where there are about 750
subscribers and 250 instruments in
circuit;"
Submitted by Art Sefert
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DONALD ZIMMERMAN, No. 1947
Box 513
Innisfall, Alb. TOM 1AO
ZIMMERMAN HISTORICAL COLLECTION
As new members we would like to tell you about our
museum.
Museum of History and Technology
The Zimmerman Historical Collection was established in
1965 for the purpose of preserving, restoring and researching historical artifacts for our future generations. We provide complete historical services to collectors and museums.
Restoration of all types of antiques is our speciality. We
also provide free consultations and assistance, purchasing
of antiques and selling. Anyone interested in one of our
many services or a visit to our museum, please phone or
write.
Our collection contains a variety of things including a
display dedicated to the history of the telephone. Weare
always interested in helping our fellow collectors and learning more about early telephone history.
We would be interested in any history we could obtain
on early telephones. We can also provide replica's of early
telephones for fellow collectors.
Looking forward to hearing from fellow collectors.
Sincerely,
Mr. & Mrs. Don Zimmerman

TELEPHONE COMPANY MARKED WATCH
The photo shows the dial of a Waltham watch marked as
follows: Property of the New England Telephone & Telegraph
Co. The dial is also marked "Waltham" and "8 day". 8 day refers
to the amount of time the watch would run on a single winding.
The Waltham Watch Company was a major American watch
manufacturing company located in Waltham, MA. Waltham
could trace it's roots to 1850. Watch production ended at
Waltham in 1957. Yes, there was a time that watches were made
in the U.S. The serial number of this watch indicates it was made
in 1920.The watch is approx. 3 inches across, which in the watch
trade is know as a 37 size. Though this watch is larger than the
normal pocket or wrist watch, it is considered a watch rather
than a clock due to the type of movement in it.
The person this watch came from says it was used in a switchboard for some type of timing function. (For toll calls?) That
might explain the unusual peaks along the edge of the dial. A
more common use for this large watch was in cars and airplanes
of the day.
Submitted by Tom Vaughn
Dear Sir:
I am interested in locating some reproductiontelephonesfor a
hands-onchildren'sgalleryhere at the museum.We currentlyhave
thesephones,but findthey are oftenbroken.Sincewe preferto use
reproductionsof telephones,rather than seeing the "real thing"
broken,we're interested in locating some reproductions.
Specifically,the phoneswe need are: 1907MagnetoWall Phone,
1910CandlestickDesk Phone,1928"202" FrenchTelephone,and a
1937"302" Dial Desk Set.
Please let me know if you have any informationthat wouldbe
helpfulin this search.Thank you.
Sincerely,
CherylMusch
DiscoveryPlace, Project Coordinator
Kansas State HistoricalSociety- Center for HistoricalResearch
120W. 10th • Topeka,KS 66612-1291• (913)272-8681
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Since many collectors and dealers of telephones need batteries for the magneto sets, this firm sells the No. 6 dry
cells at the lowest price anywhere.
Hi-Watt Battery Industry Co. Limited
21 Tung Yuen Street
Yau Tong Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
R-40 batteries, US $1.30 ea. FOB Hong Kong. Packed 20
to a carton. The R-40 battery is similar to the common No.
6 dry cell used in telephone applications as they are round
tall type of 1V2 volts each.
Anyone interested in importing a supply should contact
the above firm direct. The sample received was made in
Chica and seems to be well made and should last for a long
while. These batteries are somewhat cheaper than those
available from an exporter in Sbuth Africa.
Submitted by Wayne Junop, #196

TELEPHONE MUSEUM CONFERENCE
North America's telephone museums have been invited
to meet in Edmonton from June 18th to 20th, 1990 for this
first ever Telephone Museum Conference.
The theme of the conference, "INTERACT", will encourage the established telephone museums to share their
expertise with each other and with institutions planning new
museums or major telephone exhibits.
The host museum, The Edmonton Telephone Historical
Imformation Centre, is currently Canada's largest accredited
telephone museum. It has been open to the public for over
two years and hosted visitors from all over the world.
While in Edmonton, conference participants will also be
able to visit West Edmonton Mall, The Edmonton Space
Science Centre and Canada's only other major telephone attraction, Alberta Goverment Telephone's Vista 33.
For more information on this conference contact:
The Edmonton Telephone Historical Information Centre
P.O. Box 4962 South Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6E 5G8
Phone 403/441-2077 FAX 403/433-4068
There is a $100.00 Registration Fee
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Big Stan's Treasury of Telephone Goodies
Note that although the subscriber's line was multipled to
answering jacks on four different switchboards, only the one conNo instruments or photographs are known to exist of the early
taining the number he wished to call was signaled. In effect, the
telephone instruments described in this Goody. If you know
subscriber was able to select automatically, ahead of time, the
either of instruments or photographs, or have additional details
B-board which handled the wanted number.
on this, or similar systems, please contact the author.
Directory numbers for this system consisted of a letter (A,
This Goody is a very condensed part of a chapter on demiB, C or D) and from one to four figures, e.g. A-642, D-1234.
automatic telephone systems, i.e., a system where the subscriber
The switchboard was manufactured by Kellogg, one of the
started the call by some mechanical process of dialing, or pushing
great pioneers in switchboard design. Installation was completed
buttons, but where an operator completed the call. A number
in November, 1898, at which time 4,000 subscribers were conof such systems were in operation for many years in the USA
nected. The company began charging for service soon afterwards.
and in several other parts of the world. The largest and longestThis type of switching was known by the name, the "Divided
operating demi-automatic system was in service in one of the
Multiple" system.
major European capital cities for over 50 years.
The independent system in St. Louis was to grow rapidly.
The full chapter, including the system in this Goody, will apKinloch opened the new Delmar office in December, 1901, in time
pear soon in the author's forthcoming book describing the first
for the World's Fair in 1902. A separate exchange was opened
hundred years of dial and push-button telephone instruments.
on the fairgrounds, and operated during the construction, operaThis publication is intended to be part of the centennial (in 1992)
tion, and removal stages of the fair. Both these new offices were
commemoration of the first automatic telephone service.
standard common battery.
Another goody will soon feature a Iist of "lost" automatic
Two additional common battery offices were also opened soon
telephones. A "lost" telephone is one where no such instrument
afterward - the St. Clair exchange across the Mississippi River
is known to be still in existence in any collection, anywhere in
in suburban East St. Louis, Illinois, in 1903, and the Victor ofthe world. I feel it is important to preserve somewhere, at least
fice in St. Louis in 1904.
one of every instrument ever used. The list will be offered as
The divided multiple switchboard in downtown St. Louis is
a challenge to telephone collectors.
known to have still been in operation in 1905. It is not known
how long afterward it continued in service. With rapid expanEarly Kellogg Push Button Telephones sion of the St. Louis system, and the change from magneto to
common battery, the use of the B-board selecting buttons must
Most telephone collectors and historians have long known that
have been discontinued, probably soon after 1905.
the very first automatic telephone instruments had push butKinloch was one of the most progressive and pioneering of
tons not dials, and that soon afterward other early instruments
the independent companies. One of its subsidiaries, the (St. Louis)
were introduced equipped with turn levers or with pull downup levers. The subscriber pushed these buttons, turned the levers
Suburban Telephone Company, was also one of the early users
of dial service. Kinloch opened its first dial exchanges in suburright or left, or pulled the levers up or down, so as to send the
electrical signals that set up the call in the automatic switching
ban Ferguson and Florissant in February, 1905.
The independent Cuyahoga Telephone Company also operated
equipment at the exchange.
a divided multiple system at Cleveland, Ohio. Here, too, the
The first Strowger push button instruments were used in at
subscriber used push buttons to select from among one of several
least 16 exchanges before the introduction of the dial, at
switchboards. The Cleveland system was in service between early
Milwaukee, Wisconsin on 27 August 1896. A related type of push
1899 and late 1905. It also was manufactured by Kellogg. This
button instrument, designed by Betulander, was in service in
board had a capacity of 9,600 lines.
a number of systems in Sweden in the late 1890's.
The subscribers and operators in St. Louis had experienced
Not so well known was a second type of early push button
some difficulty when giving and taking numbers because of the
system. The instruments were equipped with four buttons. Very
little is published or remembered about this very first demiclose phonetic similarities between the letters B and D, and to
automatic system.
some extent with the letter C, causing too many wrong numbers.
The first such system was installed in downtown St. Louis,
To deal with this problem, the buttons on the instruments in
Missouri for the Kinloch Telephone Company, an independent
Cleveland were numbered differently than in St. Louis. The
competing with Bell in the metropolitan area.
Cleveland instruments had the letters, A, C, M and R instead,
The best surviving knowledge on the subscriber's instruments
and directory numbers had one of these four letters plus four
used with ~his ~Yl'teIJ1 1iPp'ears in a history of the ~ompany. _. figures. Note that each of these letters is pronounced very difBecause of the unusual nature of this early system, the available
ferently from any of the others.
story appears below almost in its entirety:
At Cleveland, the magneto generator was not used for signaling the wanted switchboard. There the subscriber had only to
"The switchboard ... was a four division magneto type.
press the appropriate button. The current was supplied from the
It consisted of four lines of multiple, or in effect, four multilocal battery.
ple switchboards designated A, B, C and D boards. Each
There was another change in Cleveland. The glass panels, usline entering the exchange had one drop signal in each of
ed to separate the different boards in St. Louis, are not visible
the multiple boards. The telephones were equipped with
in contemporary photographs of the Cleveland operating rooms .
. . . four push buttons, A, B, C and D, which when depressThe surviving photos appear to show that all the operators for
ed while turning the crank, whould signal one of these
the A "division" were grouped together, those for the C divimultiple boards selectively. This arrangement was made
sion were together, etc.
to provide a capacity four times as large as the ordinary
The Cleveland divided multiple system was replaced with stantype of multiple switchboard, thus avoiding branch exdard multiple common battery switchboards in the latter half
changes with the turnking they would necessitate. The
of 1905.
original switchboard contained 1,540 lines in multiple,
making a total of 6,160 lines .... An extension to 2,200
Sources
lines in each multiple . . . making a total of 8,800 lines .
. . was installed later.
Anonymous, The History of the Kinloch Telephone Company,
"When the board was first installed, on account of the
1923.
patent situation, it was necessary to place glass separators
Kempster Miller, American Telephone Practice, 1905 edition.
between the sections so that connections could not be
Copyright by Stan Swihart
made from answering jacks in one section to multiple jacks
in another section."
Stan Swihart, Box 2818, Dublin, CA 94568-0818 - (415) 829-2728

Help Needed -
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PAUL LOKRE, No. 630
400 N. 4th Ave. E
Lutheran Retirement Home
Truman, MN 56088
Tel: (507) 776-3053 9am or 5pm
FOR SALE
My last Munson phone pictured,
$800 0 Norwegian phone that I
bought in Norway, $400. I'll take bids
on both but the min. bid is listed. Also
have a Model A Ford and extra motors
to sell.
Dear John:
I was asked by Mr. Lokre to write this
ad and handle it for him as he is in a
retirement home and had a stroke.
One of the 1st telephones put into production was designed by Augusta Monson. During the depression he made
over 60 telephones. His goal was to
design a phone that was semi-automatic
or otherwise known as a prototype
phone. During this time he rented or
leased them out at 60' a month.
Many years ago Paul Lokre was fortunate enough to purchase three of
these telephones from Augusta Monson.
Mr. Monson was planning to go to
puluth for the funeral of his brother.
f'herefore, he was willing to sell three for
$85 each, as he needed cash for these expenses. He wouldn't part with anymore
as he wanted to keep one for himself, his
wife and his brother. Mr. Monson also
told Mr. Lokre that he had a switchboard that these phones operated on.
(This switchboard was set-up for use in
a grocery store.) Mr. Monson was willing to sell the switchboard but noted
that it was in a museum. They went to
the museum, however, Mr. Monson
could not get his switchboard back as
it was a donation.
Mr. Lokre's interest in telephones
started when he was a little boy. His
family purchased items from the Butternut Store. Each time they went, Paul
begged to go along so he could watch
the telephone operator. He became truly fascinated with telephones and as a
result has collected many phones over
the years.
Mr. Lokre would like to put the one
remaining Monson phone up for bids.
The highest bidder will be chosen. He
may reject any or all bids. Also for sale
.saN orwegian Telephone aquired by
L~r. Lokre in 1978 when he traveled to
Norway. It was purchased from a
relative who had had it for many years.

ADVERTISEMENTSIr-----------

CLOSE ONLY

A THANK YOU
I want to thank a few members Dick Erickson,
Richard. Reinold,
Michael Johnson, Carl Satterlee, Dennis Fowler, George Welch and Jim Aita
for sharing some of their knowledge and
information thats been sent me plus selling me some items for my collection. I
especially appreciate Jerry Hintlian for
selling me a book I wanted plus letting
me buy (ha ha) a W.E. coin collector he
was interested in.
As a fairly new member of the club,
I have enjoyed talking to other
members, butmy wife thinks our $200+
phone bills are getting out of hand. Trying to be clever, I bought her two dozen
roses for Valentines Day and offered to
put one of my payphones in the kitchen.
She liked the roses, but has no sense of
humor. She is still a great wife for putting up with me and my obsession with
telephones.
Yours Truly,
Bob Bartlett, #1848

COUNTS IN
HORSESHOES
We have been trying to
get the Membership List
finished. We came very
close but are missing our
deadline because we are
carefully trying to correct
every mistake! The list will
go out with next month's
newsletter. We will send
both in the same package to
save several hundred dollars in postage. Thank you
for your patience.
John Huckeby
Dear John,
Enclosed picture and information is
for the Newsletter, if you wish to use it.
This is the latest addition to the CTSTurner Museum in the second floor of
the CTS Corporate Building at 905
North West Blvd. in Elkhart.
I have been searching for a Chicago
Pay Phone for over twenty years and
have now been able to assemble one
from an original Gray pay coin box and
a Chicago DeLuxe single box magneto
telephone.
I picked up the Gray Coin Box from
an ad in the newsletter from Al Ilekis
from Riverside, Ill. I attached it to the
Chicago single box, just as the original.
This pay phone was only offered for a
short period of time. It appears in the
1914-1915 era Chicago Telephone
Catalog and did not appear again in the
later catalogs that we have.
Best Regards,
Ross Smith, #64

The Chicago

De

With Mounted

Luxe

Telephone

Gray Pay Station

The accompanying illustration shows our
DeLuxe Telephone equipped with the regular
three-slot Gray Pay Station.
It is a popular
combination as it dispenses with the regular
transmitter arm, a swivel being used for mountihg the transmitter.
It combines the most efficient bridging telephone made with the Gray
Automatic Pay Station, the reliability of which
is well known. If desired this style of pay station may be placed .at the side of the telephone
instrument, a mounting plate being furnished
for that purpose.

L.S. Colebank
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---------~liADVERTISEME1jTS·II---------DAVID FAZZINI, No. 1926
18716 Baker
Country Club Hills, IL 60478
Tel: (708) 799-6722
FOR SALE OR TRADE
One SIC 3" dial with chrome finger
wheel, $35 D 3 AlE 3" dials, $30 D
25 various new old stock transmitters
and receivers, $2.50 each or all for
$55 D W/E dial hand-up G-type set
like in Feb. newsletter on pg. 3,
$120 D 3 W/E 684-A subset boxes,
$30 ea. DOne W/E headset with extra parts, fair cond., $40 D 1 - 5 bar
magneto, mint cond., no markings, but
believe it to be W/E, $45 DOne W/E
2 box 5' pay station, $350 obo, keys
included D Still have a few ads left
from March issue, 15% off.
ALEC N. SEYMOUR, No. 114
416 E. Broadway
Fulton, NY 13069
Tel: (315) 598-2544
FOR SALE
Gray 11A paystation coin collector, pg.
([ 49 in Payphone History, $100 D 9
hard of hearing handsets - ITT 500
series, $15 ea. D W.E. 1909 pat.
scissorphone w/headset, pg. 217A top in
Knappen's
Old Telephones book,
$125 D Sign - 18x18 blue enamel,
white circle, blue shield - says Public
Telephone on white and Local and Long
distance on Shield, ex. cond., $125 D
Sign, 14x14 blue enamel, white circle
says Public Telephone and Local and
Long
Distance,
v.g.c.,
$55 D
Telephone Topics magazines,
12,
1915-1919, $12 each or all 12 for $120.
AL FARMER, No. 15
1200 Cessna Circle, R.R. 13
Lincoln, NE 68527
Tel: (402) 489-7733
- -WANTEDGood oak door for WE type 21 top box.
NORMAL MULVEY, No. 379
1 Rudolf Lane
Norwalk, CT 06851
Tel: (203) 847-1155
FOR TRADE OR SALE
W/E 205A trade only D W/E 3 jug
backboards, walnut, $50 D Colvin cis
all wood D Chrome 202, working,
trade only D Deveau 10 button cis,
$275 D Trade long pole receiver for 3
bar blue mag., no large drive wheel used on mag. D Eureka name tags,
$25 D Southwestern Bell fully voice
activated phone FU-I00, cost $432, sell
$150.
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WANTED
W/E 2 box walnut backboard, no. 5 arm
type D Gilliland Bell top box D
C.W. Williams top box D Overland
Telephone co. top box D Oak WIE
Blake backboard D Stationary switch
hooks D Manhattan
oak 2 box
backboard and battery box.
TOM HUTCHINSON, No. 568
11 Pine Ridge Road
Stow, MA 01775
Tel: (508) 897-8005
HELP
As the volunteer Curator of the
Telephone Pioneer Museum of Boston,
I frequently get requests for sources of
old
telephone
parts,
common
candlesticks and wall phones. It has
been my practice to provide copies of
two catalogs produced by fellow
members.
Because these catalogs are over a year
old, and I do not want to favor any supplier, I want to compile a list of all individuals who want to be referred to
potential customers. Any member interested in being on the listing should
forward a catalog, listing, etc. with
descriptions and prices to me at the
above address by April 23, 1990.
DAVID MARTIN, No. 278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
Tel: (215) 628-9490
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Watchcase receivers without cords, $5
each D Oak Western Electric 16 plug
patch board, wall mounted, $60 D
Hall switch and signal railroad scissors
gate extension telephone, $175 D
Western Union I D single circuit unit,
$35 D Heavy duty, cast aluminum
Stromberg Carlson, Signal Corp handset with hanging loop, $25 each D
Western Electric oak table top cordless
switchboard with 5 drops, #506A, $125.
WANTED
Instruction card holder, 4 mounting
holes, 3V4"x2Y2" D Arm & arm support for Snoopy telephone, #278.

ALAN COLBURN, No. 1026
4363 Violet Circle
Lake Worth, FL 33461
WANTED
Rare telephone signs. Need an 11x11
C&P of W. VA. Also want rare independent signs. Note new address.

J. PAXTON, No. 66
Box 2232
So. San Francisco, CA 94083
~
Tel: (415) 583-6883
TRADE
302 cold chromed desk set, guaranteed
orig., $275 D Black 302, mint with pea
green hard plastic cover, $95 D Red
Runzell Co. 3 cond-line cords, used, $20
ea. D Lambert-Schmidt handset green
cord, $130 D Assorted glass battery
jars, $30.50 ea. D Eiffel Tower base
Hungarian Ericcson, $245 D Small
Ericcson wood wall phone and wood rec.
(compat), $290 D American Telephone
Journals, 1905-17 with pictures of
phones, cars, motorcycles and patents,
$5-$15 ea. D The speaking Telephone
Talking
phonograph
and other
novelties, illus. by Prescott, 1878,
$275 D Noll's Electric Speaking illus.
by Prescott 524 pages, 330 illus., 1884,
$215 D Telegraph,
Radio and
Telephone books, 1899-1921, write.
WANTED
30 station
Couch autophone
for
parts D Coffin magneto-crank and
parts
D Magnavox headset type
transmitter
D Beveled Chicago
faceplate
and cup for stick
D
Steerhorn s/hook for Kellogg 1901·
stick D W.E. potbelly D W.E. Blake
walnut backboard
D Phoenix or
Shaver-Bahr chain drive magneto 7
digit W.E. beveled faceplates D O.T.
receiver parts.

CARL SATTERLEE, No. 370
Rd. 7, Box 13
Somerset, PA 15501
Tel: (814) 445-8151
FOR SALE
W.E. and Kellogg 500 desk phones with
metal finger wheels, black, only $10
each D
-Keyphones
S.C.
#1800-3B3LR564-00-LR-2564LROM-28001IBIILR,
offers on these D L bracket for small
Gray paystation, $25 D WE and
Kellogg marked heavy handsets for 500
sets, $4 each D Canadian independent
nickel marked transmitters and cup,
$40.
FOR TRADE
202's and 302's for empty wall phone
boxes or partial phones.

DON'T BE A
MISSING LINK!
Join Us In
Abilene, KS Apr. 6-7
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JACK SNYDER, No. 1448
11263 Cemetery
Erie, MI 48133
FOR SWAP
Ohio Bell Telephone Co., 12x12, pore.
flange sign, good condition, very scarce,
(value $200), I want china, badges,
signs, etc. Drop me a line.

HAROLD 1. STEVENSON, No. 1130
4239 Hickory Drive
West Palm Beach, FL 33418
Tel: (407) 627-3058
FOR SALE
Stromberg Carlson two box, carved top,
oak wall phone. Beautiful oak and all
original. Stands 54 inches tall. A rare
addition to your collection. $1800 or
make offer.

Bob Alexander has a rare underground cable sign, Southeastern
Tel. Co., flower in logo, mint,
may be only ones known, $200,
615-865-0065
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BOB BARTLETT, No.
8402 East 34th Place
Indianapolis, IN 46226
Tel: (317) 897-3395
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Military cap & ball musket, 70 caliber?
Dated on barrel and butt plate, 1832.Barrel plate, trigger guard and buttplate are
brass, matching parts. No name on
sideplate, 56W' long. Believe British
made and maybe imported during the
Civil War. $350.00 or trade 0 Trade
10L Long Security or Gray lock for W.E.
12B lock 0 W.E. 162A trans.!rec. wood
terminal, lead chute, non-dial model. This
has W.E. name only engraved above the
cash drawer (see Ron's payphone book
P-87) trade for other payphones or W.E.
and Gray coin collectors 0 W.E.
elevator phone 322. Looks new, in W.E.
box, $60 or trade (Dommer's 118 #3) 0
Brass repro. W.E. candlestick like new
w/AE. dial, works - $75 or trade 0
W.E. and ITT ringers w/modular jack on
ends. Great for phones without or bad
ringer. A few new in box - $10 - $13 or
trade 0 S.C. candlestick w/oak subset,
working mag. and original wiring
diagram. Interesting tag under base of
phone and inside of subset (Union Elec.,
Indianapolis, IN) and dated 1938, 327QH
on back of subset. Trade for payphone
and coin collectors 0 W.E., 30C type
locks for single slot or 3 slot payphones
wlkey. $10 or trade on other locks 0
Plastic box with C-4 ringer marked
AT&T 687A 8-84, new in box. $15 or
trade for W.E. subset wfE1A ringer 0
Stromberg ringer, new in box w/wiring
diagram for 5010, 556B, 500D &
554B 0 Graybar 1934 catalog. 8th year
as Graybar Electric Co. Hardback, 735
pages, $45 or trade 0 Trade W.E. 48A
mag., marked over in red with C, excellent
shape and working for W.E. 47A red
bar 0 Original wiring diagrams (blue
prints) on payphones. Make offer or trade:
1)Blue print 8-20-34showing monophone
hand set H-54124. 16x13" 2) AE. Issue
1, 7-8-30. Tran/Rec 14-54048 on back in
pencil H-54048-75A 16x13" 3) The
Home Tel & Tel Co., Fort Wayne, IN
1/17/30. E-200-3 Tran/Rec 24AE Dial 21
x 13%" 4) On white paper AE. Type
62-55, P-51585 12/19/50 26x16".
WANTED
Indiana Bell Phone Directory & Binder,
1940-50 and 1960-70 0 Gray or W.E.
coin collector payphones, single or 3
slot 0 W.E. 1OL,12B and Corbin locks
for the early Gray coin collector cash
drawers. Upper Gray 23 Series lock
20YW9 with or w/o key 0 Pay top
dollar for Gray 23A coin collector
backboard (Ron's payphone book P-50)a
one-piece back, bottom and side also set
of original candlestick arms or one long

one 0 Pay top dollar for 1935 "Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow"
Gray
catalog 0 Early W.E. 47A red bar
mag, working 0 Nickel plated Gray
direction card frame and card held on by
rivets. Used in early models 0 139A
shelf bracket for 3 slot payphone (Ron's
Payphone Book P-55) 0 Dial adaptor
and dial No. ring for W.E. 525 or 325.
Weatherproof phone 0 Hinged mounting plate for under phone booth shelf
to hold subset.
GARY D. GOFF, No. 1425
3805 Spurr Circle
Brea, CA 92621
Tel: (714) 528-3561
FOR SALE OR TRADE
(lA2 shoebox, dataphones, modems,
etc.) 0 AE47 (two line AE40's) which
are actually three line phones. Have two
in mint condition with all original cords,
fully operable, etc. 0 Original AT/T
Olympic phone sold only to AT/T
employees, still in box, never used 0
Kellogg
common
batery
wall
grabaphone, with early handset, top external bells on all black metal housing,
all original, mint 0 The handbook of
Telephone and Accessories, Tab Books
#997, 400 pgs., 1978 0 Will tra~e
three other desk grabaphones, one ill
brass with later model handset, one in
copper with early handset, and one in
black with early handset 0 Will trade
RTM 150 railroad telephone set as
found in most early train depots of the
IL Central line. All parts are original,
but all tubular metal parts of the unit
need refinishing 0 100' of original WE
2 conductor brown cloth wire tagged
with WE tag marked code R2CD 0
Five WE transformers, KS-21239, L5,
18.3V-25.2V. These are small plug-in
type used with modems 0 Will trade
WE dial candlestick (brass, without internal wiring) for complete AE dial
candlestick
0 Will trade several old
Lexington, KY phone books, 1928-1946,
for other old phone books or other
items 0 Will trade Kellogg candlestick shell (bottom, base, tube, cup) no
guts.
WANTED
Wiring diagram for AE21 round base
two-line dial monophone - how do the 11
wires in the cable hookup to the
subset 0 Black metal tube for Leich
candlestick
0 Dial card for Strowger
11 digit wall phone 0 Small subsets
for use with WE 711 or candlesticks 0
Nickel thumbwheel screw assembly for
WE 20-B candlestick
0 Colored AE
40's/50's
0 Perch for AE candlestick
(someone drilled hole in mine for
lamp) 0 WE or AE three slot
payphones in fair to good condition.
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----------1 ADVERTISEMENTS 1---------HERBERT J. FRAPF, No. 1455
tAl.
360 V·
mcen NY ve.
Lynbrook,
11563
Tel: (516) 598-1516

dial

d .h I h
b
.
car WIt on y t e num ers 1-0 m
black WIt.
. h letteri
bei
dd
d
I
ettermg emg a e to ater
cards WhI:~ eventually replaced.many
••• of the original cards, at least m the
WANTED
-, larger systems. Thus, the number-only
Old
candlestick
telephone
(circa
dial card can be considered original to
1900-1930) in fair condition
0
all the 1903-05 Strowger candlesticks
Trimline phones with rotary dial in
and the 1907 square oak wall sets many
handset 0 Also interested in Edison
of us have in our collections. The rare
phonographs and parts 0 Regina
1903, 1904, and 1905 wall sets would
music boxes in any condition.
also be included.
To this end, I have had a good
'
reproduction of the first numbered dial
card made from a good original (shows
FRED RIECK, No. 336
slight fading of some numbers) and am
Rd. 1, Box 44
offering them for sale for $3.00 each or
Elizaville, NY 12523
Tel: (914) 756-2503 after 7 p.m.
$5.00 for two, including postage to
anywhere.
I will have some at the
FOR SALE
Abilene show.
Two double sided wooden postsigns
AL FARMER, No. 15
with tongue. VG and EX condo Blue
1200 Cessna Circle
sand paint background, white removed
Lincoln, NE 68527
from Telephone sign, identical construcTel: (402) 489-7733
tion, cut nails, one piece panel and

DAN GOLDEN, No. 1886
5235-C Avenida Encinas
Carlsbad, CA 92008-4362
Tel: (619) 438-8383
FOR SALE
Ivory 302, no cracks, $150, see
photo
0 5'6" Western Electric
Tandem, 6' on wall, circa 1894, see
photo, $2300 0 Partners desk Am. El.
2-way scissor bracket, $165 0 2 box
Montgomery Wards all original golden
oak, see photo, $3852 box Manhattan
Electric, all original, $345.

tongue marked "Western
Union
Telegraph Office and Public Telephone
Office 0 17x30 double side porcelain
Western Union swing sign with
wrought, galvanized wall bracket, ex.
cond., $130 plus UPS 0 Lady's gold
ring marked Tel & Tel Operator on bell,
and 1/20 inside band, $30 plus
shipping 0 Public Telephone Sign,
20x20, "21" bell swing sign w/galvanized twist and curl bracket, $160 plus
UPS, ex. condo 0 Complete bracket
and hinge set for above, $85 plus UPS.

STROWGER DIAL CARDS
As many of you know, for several
years I have provided reproduction
Strowger dial cards to collectors
needingreplacements for their lost or
deteriorated cards. Through the extensive research of Stan Swihart (you have
been reading his articles in recent
newsletters), I have learned that the
original Strowger dial card from which
the reproduction was made about 20
years ago was apparently unique to Lincoln, Nebraska, as according to Stan,
Lincoln was the only city to use 4-digit
numbers and also 4-digit numbers
preceded by a letter at the same time.
This began in 1911 during a transition
to an expanded numbering plan. Thus
the red lettering on the reproduction
dial card reads different than on similar
cards used in other cities when their
numbering plans were expanded.
Initially, all Strowger systems used a

APRIL 1990

GEORGE EK, No. 17
5670 Everett St.
Arvada, e0-'8f)f)f)3 Tel: (303) 422-3563
FOR TRADE
Have magnets will trade 0 Can supply: Holtzer-Cabot, Ins., Kellogg, WE
rfor 48 type generator, StrombergCarlson old style 2-1/8" i.d., nickel
plated plus others.
WANTED

MUSEUM OF
INDEPENDENT TELEPHONY
If you have never visited the
museum while in Abilene,
don't forget to check it out
while at the Spring Show.

Leich, L.M. Ericsson,
domestic,
Stromberg Carlson, Western Electric,
for 22 type generator.

~--------------------~
It's not too late
Pack your bags and meet us
in Abilene, KS for our
annual Spring Show
April 6 & 7
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